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7s start SL- 

SLABBED ABBDELS SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v] 

SLABBER ABBELRS to slobber (to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLACKED ACDEKLS SLACK, to slacken (to make less tight or taut) [v] 

SLACKEN ACEKLNS to make less tight or taut [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLACKER ACEKLRS SLACK, not tight or taut [adj] / shirker (one that shirks (to avoid work or duty)) [n -S] 

SLACKLY ACKLLSY in slack (not tight or taut) manner [adv] 

SLAGGED ADEGGLS SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v] 

SLAHALS AAHLLSS SLAHAL, lahal (team game played by indigenous peoples of Pacific Northwest) [n] 

SLAINTE AEILNST used to toast one's health [interj] 

SLAKERS AEKLRSS SLAKER, one that slakes (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [n] 

SLAKING AGIKLNS SLAKE, to quench (to put out or extinguish) [v] 

SLALOMS ALLMOSS SLALOM, to ski in zigzag course [v] 

SLAMMED ADELMMS SLAM, to shut forcibly and noisily [v] 

SLAMMER AELMMRS jail [n -S] 

SLANDER ADELNRS to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLANGED ADEGLNS SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

SLANTED ADELNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

SLANTLY ALLNSTY SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adv] 

SLAPPED ADELPPS SLAP, to strike with open hand [v] 

SLAPPER AELPPRS one that slaps (to strike with open hand) [n -S] 

SLASHED ADEHLSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLASHER AEHLRSS one that slashes (to cut with violent sweeping strokes) [n -S] 

SLASHES AEHLSSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLATERS AELRSST SLATER, one that slates (to cover with slate (roofing material)) [n] 

SLATHER AEHLRST to spread thickly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLATIER AEILRST SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj] 

SLATING AGILNST act of one that slates [n -S] / SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material) [v] 

SLATTED ADELSTT SLAT, to provide with slats (narrow strips of wood or metal) [v] 

SLAVERS AELRSSV SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLAVERY AELRSVY ownership of one person by another [n -RIES] 

SLAVEYS AELSSVY SLAVEY, female servant [n] 

SLAVING AGILNSV SLAVE, to work like slave (one who is owned by another) [v] 

SLAVISH AHILSSV pertaining to or characteristic of slave [adj] 

SLAYERS AELRSSY SLAYER, one that slays (to kill violently) [n] 

SLAYING AGILNSY act or instance of killing [n -S] / SLAY, to kill violently [v] 

SLEAVED ADEELSV SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 

SLEAVES AEELSSV SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 

SLEAZED ADEELSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZES AEELSSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOS AELOSSZ SLEAZO, sleazoid (person of low morals or character) [n] 

SLEDDED DDDEELS SLED, to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice) [v] 

SLEDDER DDEELRS one that sleds (to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice)) [n -S] 

SLEDGED DDEEGLS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLEDGES DEEGLSS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLEEKED DEEEKLS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 
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SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] / one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S] 

SLEEKIT EEIKLST sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEKLY EEKLLSY in sleek (smooth and glossy) manner [adv] 

SLEEPER EEELPRS one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n -S] 

SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEEVES EEELSSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEIGHS EGHILSS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLEIGHT EGHILST deftness (quality of being deft (skillful (having skill))) [n -S] 

SLENDER DEELNRS thin (having relatively little density or thickness) [adj -ER, -EST] 

SLEUTHS EHLSSTU SLEUTH, to act as detective [v] 

SLEWING EGILNSW SLEW, SLAY, to kill violently [v] 

SLICERS CEILRSS SLICER, one that slices (to cut into thin, flat pieces) [n] 

SLICING CGIILNS SLICE, to cut into thin, flat pieces [v] 

SLICKED CDEIKLS SLICK, to make slick [v] 

SLICKEN CEIKLNS to make slick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLICKER CEIKLRS SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] / oilskin raincoat [n -S] 

SLICKLY CIKLLSY in slick (smooth and slippery) manner [adv] 

SLIDDEN DDEILNS SLIDE, to move smoothly along surface [v] 

SLIDERS DEILRSS SLIDER, one that slides (to move smoothly along surface) [n] 

SLIDING DGIILNS SLIDE, to move smoothly along surface [v] 

SLIEVES EEILSSV SLIEVE, mountain (large, natural elevation of earth's surface) [n] 

SLIGHTS GHILSST SLIGHT, to treat with disregard [v] 

SLIMIER EIILMRS SLIMY, resembling slime [adj] 

SLIMILY IILLMSY in slimy (resembling slime) manner [adv] 

SLIMING GIILMNS SLIME, to cover with slime (viscous mud) [v] 

SLIMMED DEILMMS SLIM, to make slim [v] 

SLIMMER EILMMRS SLIM, slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness)) [adj] / dieter (one that diets (to regulate one's daily sustenance)) [n -S] 

SLIMPSY ILMPSSY slimsy (flimsy (lacking solidity or strength)) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

SLINGER EGILNRS one that slings (to throw with sudden motion) [n -S] 

SLINKED DEIKLNS SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

SLIPING GIILNPS SLIPE, to peel (to strip off outer covering of) [v] 

SLIPOUT ILOPSTU insert in newspaper [n -S] 

SLIPPED DEILPPS SLIP, to slide suddenly and accidentally [v] 

SLIPPER EILPPRS light, low shoe [n -S] 

SLIPUPS ILPPSSU SLIPUP, mistake [n] 

SLIPWAY AILPSWY area sloping toward water in shipyard [n -S] 

SLITHER EHILRST to slide from side to side [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLITTED DEILSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

SLITTER EILRSTT one that slits (to make slit (long, narrow cut) in) [n -S] 

SLIVERS EILRSSV SLIVER, to cut into long, thin pieces [v] 

SLOBBER BBELORS to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLOGANS AGLNOSS SLOGAN, motto adopted by group [n] 

SLOGGED DEGGLOS SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v] 

SLOGGER EGGLORS one that slogs (to plod (to walk heavily)) [n -S] 
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SLOPERS ELOPRSS SLOPER, one that slopes (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n] 

SLOPING GILNOPS SLOPE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SLOPPED DELOPPS SLOP, to spill or splash [v] 

SLOSHED DEHLOSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLOSHES EHLOSSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLOTTED DELOSTT SLOT, to cut long, narrow opening in [v] 

SLOTTER ELORSTT machine for slotting [n -S] 

SLOUCHY CHLOSUY slouching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SLOUGHS GHLOSSU SLOUGH, to cast off [v] 

SLOUGHY GHLOSUY miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SLOVENS ELNOSSV SLOVEN, slovenly person [n] 

SLOWEST ELOSSTW SLOW, moving with little speed [adj] 

SLOWING GILNOSW SLOW, to lessen speed of [v] 

SLOWISH HILOSSW somewhat slow [adj] 

SLUBBED BBDELSU SLUB, to draw out and twist slightly [v] 

SLUBBER BBELRSU SLUB, material with irregular appearance [adj] / to stain or dirty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLUDGED DDEGLSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SLUDGES DEGLSSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SLUFFED DEFFLSU SLUFF, to discard card or cards [v] 

SLUGGED DEGGLSU SLUG, to strike heavily [v] 

SLUGGER EGGLRSU one that slugs (to strike heavily) [n -S] 

SLUICED CDEILSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUICES CEILSSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUMBER BELMRSU to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLUMGUM GLMMSUU residue remaining after honey is extracted from honeycomb [n -S] 

SLUMISM ILMMSSU prevalence of slums [n -S] 

SLUMMED DELMMSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

SLUMMER ELMMRSU one that slums (to visit slums (squalid urban areas)) [n -S] 

SLUMPED DELMPSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

SLURBAN ABLNRSU SLURB, poorly planned suburban area [adj] 

SLURPED DELPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SLURRED DELRRSU SLUR, to pass over lightly or carelessly [v] 

SLURVES ELRSSUV SLURVE, type of pitch in baseball [n] 

SLUSHED DEHLSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SLUSHES EHLSSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SLYNESS ELNSSSY quality or state of being sly [n -S] 

 

7s contain -SL- 

ASSLIKE AEIKLSS resembling ass (hoofed mammal) [adj] 

BESLIME BEEILMS to cover with slime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BOBSLED BBDELOS to ride on bobsled (racing sled) [v -DDED, -IDDNG, -S] 

BOGUSLY BGLOSUY BOGUS, not genuine; fake [adv] 

BUSLOAD ABDLOSU load that fills bus [n -S] 

CORSLET CELORST corselet (piece of body armor) [n -S] 

COWSLIP CILOPSW flowering plant [n -S] 

CRASSLY ACLRSSY CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adv] 
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CROSSLY CLORSSY in cross (ill-tempered) manner [adv] 

DISLIKE DEIIKLS to regard with aversion [v -D, -KING, -S] 

DISLIMN DIILMNS to make dim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOGSLED DDEGLOS to move on sled drawn by dogs [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

ENISLED DEEILNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENISLES EEILNSS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENSLAVE AEELNSV to make slave of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj] 

GOSLING GGILNOS young goose [n -S] 

GROSSLY GLORSSY in gross (flagrant (extremely conspicuous)) manner [adv] 

GYMSLIP GILMPSY sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n -S] 

HARSLET AEHLRST haslet (edible viscera of animal) [n -S] 

HASLETS AEHLSST HASLET, edible viscera of animal [n] 

HASSLED ADEHLSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HASSLES AEHLSSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HIRSLED DEHILRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HIRSLES EHILRSS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

ISLANDS ADILNSS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISLETED DEEILST ISLET, small island [adj] 

MEASLED ADEELMS MEASLE, tapeworm larva [adj] 

MEASLES AEELMSS MEASLE, tapeworm larva [n] 

MISLAID ADIILMS MISLAY, MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLAIN AIILMNS MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLAYS AILMSSY MISLAY, MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLEAD ADEILMS to lead astray [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

MISLIES EIILMSS MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLIKE EIIKLMS to dislike (to regard with aversion) [v -D, -KING, -S] 

MISLIVE EIILMSV to live bad life [v -D, -VING, -S] 

MUESLIS EILMSSU MUESLI, breakfast cereal [n] 

MUSLINS ILMNSSU MUSLIN, cotton fabric [n] 

NONSLIP ILNNOPS designed to prevent slipping [adj] 

PAISLEY AEILPSY patterned wool fabric [n -S] 

PARSLEY AELPRSY cultivated herb [n -S]  

PAYSLIP AILPPSY brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n -S] 

PIOUSLY ILOPSUY PIOUS, marked by religious reverence [adv] 

PUSLEYS ELPSSUY PUSLEY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n] 

PUSLIKE EIKLPSU resembling pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PUSSLEY ELPSSUY purslane (common garden herb) [n -S] 

RASSLED ADELRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RASSLER AELRRSS wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SHASLIK AHIKLSS shashlik (kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer)) [n -S] 

SOUSLIK IKLOSSU suslik (Eurasian rodent) [n -S] 

SUSLIKS IKLSSSU SUSLIK, Eurasian rodent [n] 

TOUSLED DELOSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 
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TOUSLES ELOSSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

TUSSLED DELSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

TUSSLES ELSSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

UNSLICK CIKLNSU not slick (smooth and slippery) [adj] 

UNSLING GILNNSU to remove from slung position [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPSLOPE ELOPPSU upward slope [n -S] 

VIZSLAS AILSSVZ VIZSLA, Hungarian breed of dog [n] 

WARSLED ADELRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSLER AELRRSW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WARSLES AELRSSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WRASSLE AELRSSW to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start SL- 

SLABBERY ABBELRSY slobbery (slobbering) [adj] 

SLABBIER ABBEILRS SLABBY, covered or paved with slabs [adj] 

SLABBING ABBGILNS act of removing slabs from log [n -S] / SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v] 

SLABLIKE ABEIKLLS resembling slab [adj] 

SLACKEST ACEKLSST SLACK, not tight or taut [adj] 

SLACKING ACGIKLNS SLACK, to slacken (to make less tight or taut) [v] 

SLAGGIER AEGGILRS SLAGGY, resembling slag [adj] 

SLAGGING AGGGILNS process of converting ore into slag [n -S] / SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v] 

SLAKABLE AABEKLLS SLAKE, to quench (to put out or extinguish) [adj] 

SLALOMED ADELLMOS SLALOM, to ski in zigzag course [v] 

SLALOMER AELLMORS one that slaloms (to ski in zigzag course) [n -S] 

SLAMMING AGILMMNS practice of switching person's telephone service from one company to another without permission [n -S] / SLAM, to shut forcibly and noisily [v] 

SLANGIER AEGILNRS SLANGY, being or containing slang [adj] 

SLANGILY AGILLNSY SLANGY, being or containing slang [adv] 

SLANGING AGGILNNS SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

SLANTIER AEILNRST SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

SLANTING AGILNNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

SLAPDASH AADHLPSS careless work [n -ES] 

SLAPJACK AACJKLPS pancake [n -S] 

SLAPPING AGILNPPS SLAP, to strike with open hand [v] 

SLAPSHOT AHLOPSST type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

SLASHING AGHILNSS act of one that slashes [n -S] / SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLATCHES ACEHLSST SLATCH, calm between breaking waves [n] 

SLATIEST AEILSSTT SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj] 

SLATTERN AELNRSTT slovenly woman [n -S] 

SLATTING AGILNSTT material for making slats [n -S] / SLAT, to provide with slats (narrow strips of wood or metal) [v] 

SLAVERED ADEELRSV SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLAVERER AEELRRSV one that slavers (to drool (to drivel)) [n -S] 

SLAYABLE AABELLSY SLAY, to kill violently [adj] 

SLEAVING AEGILNSV SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 

SLEAZIER AEEILRSZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 
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SLEAZILY AEILLSYZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adv] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ person of low morals or character [n -S] 

SLEDDING DDEGILNS act of one that sleds [n -S] / SLED, to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice) [v] 

SLEDGING DEGGILNS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLEEKEST EEEKLSST SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 

SLEEKIER EEEIKLRS SLEEKY, sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEKING EEGIKLNS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

SLEEPIER EEEILPRS SLEEPY, ready or inclined to sleep [adj] 

SLEEPILY EEILLPSY SLEEPY, ready or inclined to sleep [adv] 

SLEEPING EEGILNPS act of one that sleeps [n -S] / SLEEP, to be in natural, periodic state of rest [v] 

SLEETIER EEEILRST SLEETY, resembling sleet [adj] 

SLEETING EEGILNST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLEEVEEN EEEELNSV mischievous person [n -S] 

SLEEVING EEGILNSV tubular insulation for electric cables [n -S] / SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEIGHED DEEGHILS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLEIGHER EEGHILRS one that sleighs (to ride in sled) [n -S] 

SLEUTHED DEEHLSTU SLEUTH, to act as detective [v] 

SLICKEST CEIKLSST SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] 

SLICKING CGIIKLNS SLICK, to make slick [v] 

SLIDABLE ABDEILLS SLIDE, to move smoothly along surface [adj] 

SLIDEWAY ADEILSWY route along which something slides [n -S] 

SLIGHTED DEGHILST SLIGHT, to treat with disregard [v] 

SLIGHTER EGHILRST SLIGHT, small in size or amount [adj] / one that slights (to treat with disregard) [n -S] 

SLIGHTLY GHILLSTY SLIGHT, small in size or amount [adv] 

SLIMIEST EIILMSST SLIMY, resembling slime [adj] 

SLIMLINE EIILLMNS slender in design or build [adj] 

SLIMMEST EILMMSST SLIM, slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness)) [adj] 

SLIMMING GIILMMNS reducing of one's weight [n -S] / SLIM, to make slim [v] 

SLIMNESS EILMNSSS state of being slim (slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness))) [n -ES] 

SLIMSIER EIILMRSS SLIMSY, flimsy (lacking solidity or strength) [adj] 

SLINGING GGIILNNS SLING, to throw with sudden motion [v] 

SLINKIER EIIKLNRS SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adj] 

SLINKILY IIKLLNSY SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adv] 

SLINKING GIIKLNNS SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

SLIPCASE ACEILPSS protective box for book [n -S] 

SLIPFORM FILMOPRS to construct with use of mold in which concrete is placed to set [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLIPKNOT IKLNOPST type of knot [n -S] 

SLIPLESS EILLPSSS free from errors [adj] 

SLIPOVER EILOPRSV pullover (garment that is put on by being drawn over head) [n -S] 

SLIPPAGE AEGILPPS falling off from standard or level [n -S] 

SLIPPERY EILPPRSY causing or tending to cause slipping [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLIPPIER EIILPPRS SLIPPY, slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adj] 

SLIPPILY IILLPPSY SLIPPY, slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adv] 

SLIPPING GIILNPPS SLIP, to slide suddenly and accidentally [v] 

SLIPSHOD DHILOPSS carelessly done or made [adj] 
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SLIPSLOP ILLOPPSS watery food [n -S] 

SLIPSOLE EILLOPSS thin insole [n -S] 

SLIPWARE AEILPRSW type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

SLITHERY EHILRSTY slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLITLESS EILLSSST having no slits [adj] 

SLITLIKE EIIKLLST resembling slit [adj] 

SLITTIER EIILRSTT SLITTY, being long and narrow [adj] 

SLITTING GIILNSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

SLIVERED DEEILRSV SLIVER, to cut into long, thin pieces [v] 

SLIVERER EEILRRSV one that slivers (to cut into long, thin pieces) [n -S] 

SLIVOVIC CIILOSVV plum brandy [n -ES]  

SLOBBERY BBELORSY slobbering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLOBBIER BBEILORS SLOBBY, characteristic of slob [adj] 

SLOBBISH BBHILOSS resembling slob (slovenly or boorish person) [adj] 

SLOGANED ADEGLNOS SLOGAN, motto adopted by group [adj] 

SLOGGING GGGILNOS SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v] 

SLOPPIER EILOPPRS SLOPPY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

SLOPPILY ILLOPPSY SLOPPY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adv] 

SLOPPING GILNOPPS SLOP, to spill or splash [v] 

SLOPWORK KLOOPRSW manufacture of cheap clothing [n -S] 

SLOSHIER EHILORSS SLOSHY, slushy (resembling slush) [adj] 

SLOSHING GHILNOSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLOTBACK ABCKLOST type of football player [n -S] 

SLOTHFUL FHLLOSTU sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) [adj] 

SLOTTING GILNOSTT SLOT, to cut long, narrow opening in [v] 

SLOUCHED CDEHLOSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUCHER CEHLORSU one that slouches (to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture) [n -S] 

SLOUCHES CEHLOSSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUGHED DEGHLOSU SLOUGH, to cast off [v] 

SLOVENLY ELLNOSVY habitually untidy or unclean [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SLOWDOWN DLNOOSWW lessening of pace [n -S] 

SLOWNESS ELNOSSSW state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -ES] 

SLOWPOKE EKLOOPSW slow individual [n -S] 

SLOWWORM LMOORSWW European lizard having no legs [n -S] 

SLUBBEST BBELSSTU SLUB, material with irregular appearance [adj] 

SLUBBING BBGILNSU slightly twisted roll of textile fibers [n -S] / SLUB, to draw out and twist slightly [v] 

SLUDGIER DEGILRSU SLUDGY, covered with sludge [adj] 

SLUDGING DGGILNSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SLUFFING FFGILNSU SLUFF, to discard card or cards [v] 

SLUGABED ABDEGLSU one inclined to stay in bed out of laziness [n -S] 

SLUGFEST EFGLSSTU vigorous fight [n -S] 

SLUGGARD ADGGLRSU habitually lazy person [n -S] 

SLUGGING GGGILNSU SLUG, to strike heavily [v] 

SLUGGISH GGHILSSU displaying little movement or activity [adj] 

SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUMBERY BELMRSUY sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep) [adj] 
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SLUMLORD DLLMORSU landlord of slum property [n -S] 

SLUMMIER EILMMRSU SLUMMY, resembling slum [adj] 

SLUMMING GILMMNSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

SLUMPIER EILMPRSU SLUMPY, characterized by fall in value or amount [adj] 

SLUMPING GILMNPSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

SLURPIER EILPRRSU SLURPY, characterized by sucking sound made when slurping [adj] 

SLURPING GILNPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SLURRIED DEILRRSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLURRIES EILRRSSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLURRING GILNRRSU SLUR, to pass over lightly or carelessly [v] 

SLUSHIER EHILRSSU SLUSHY, resembling slush [adj] 

SLUSHIES EHILSSSU SLUSHY, confection consisting of flavored slushy ice [n] 

SLUSHILY HILLSSUY SLUSHY, resembling slush [adv] 

SLUSHING GHILNSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SLUTTIER EILRSTTU SLUTTY, characteristic of slut [adj] 

SLUTTISH HILSSTTU SLUT, slovenly woman [adj] 

SLYBOOTS BLOOSSTY sly person [n SLYBOOTS] 

 

8s contain -SL- 

AISLEWAY AAEILSWY aisle (passageway between sections of seats) [n -S] 

ANTISLIP AIILNPST designed to prevent slipping [adj] 

BACKSLAP AABCKLPS to show much approval [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKSLID ABCDIKLS BACKSLIDE, to revert to sin [v] 

BESLAVED ABDEELSV filled with slaves [adj] 

BRISLING BGIILNRS small herring [n -S] 

CISLUNAR ACILNRSU situated between earth and moon [adj] 

COLESLAW ACELLOSW salad made of shredded raw cabbage [n -S] 

CROSSLET CELORSST heraldic symbol [n -S] 

DISLIKER DEIIKLRS one that dislikes (to regard with aversion) [n -S] 

DISLODGE DDEGILOS to remove from firm position [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DISLOYAL ADILLOSY not loyal (faithful to one's allegiance) [adj] 

DYSLALIA AADILLSY inability to articulate speech [n -S] 

DYSLEXIA ADEILSXY impairment of ability to read [n -S] 

DYSLEXIC CDEILSXY one who is affected with dyslexia [n -S] 

ENISLING EGIILNNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENSLAVER AEELNRSV one that enslaves (to make slave of) [n -S] 

FAMOUSLY AFLMOSUY FAMOUS, well-known [adv] 

FOOTSLOG FGLOOOST to march through mud [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

GASLIGHT AGGHILST to make someone believe they are becoming insane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRISLIER EGIILRRS GRISLY, horrifying [adj] 

HASSLING AGHILNSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HIRSLING GHIILNRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

ISLELESS EEILLSSS lacking isle [adj] 

JOYOUSLY JLOOSUYY JOYOUS, joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adv] 
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LANDSLID ADDILLNS LANDSLIDE, to win election by overwhelming majority [v] 

LANDSLIP ADILLNPS fall of mass of earth [n -S] 

LENSLESS EELLNSSS LENS, to make film of [adj] 

LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj] 

MASSLESS AELMSSSS having no mass [adj] 

MEASLIER AEEILMRS MEASLY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MISLABEL ABEILLMS to label incorrectly or falsely [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

MISLABOR ABILMORS to labor badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISLAYER AEILMRSY one that mislays (to lie in wrong position) [n -S] 

MISLEARN AEILMNRS to learn wrongly [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

MISLIGHT GHIILMST to lead astray by its light [v -LIT, -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISLIKER EIIKLMRS one that mislikes (to dislike (to regard with aversion)) [n -S] 

MISLODGE DEGILMOS to lodge in wrong place [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISLYING GIILMNSY MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MOSSLIKE EIKLMOSS resembling moss [adj] 

MUDSLIDE DDEILMSU mudflow down slope [n -S] 

MUDSLING DGILMNSU to use insults and accusations against rival candidate [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

MUSLINED DEILMNSU MUSLIN, cotton fabric [adj] 

NEWSLESS EELNSSSW having no news [adj] 

NURSLING GILNNRSU infant (child in earliest stages of life) [n -S] 

ODIOUSLY DILOOSUY ODIOUS, deserving or causing hatred [adv] 

OUTSLEEP EELOPSTU to sleep later than [v -LEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSLICK CIKLOSTU to get better of by trickery or cunning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSLIP EILOPRSV to leave out [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

OVERSLOW ELOORSVW too slow [adj] 

PARSLIED ADEILPRS PARSLEY, cultivated herb [adj] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

POROUSLY LOOPRSUY POROUS, having minute openings [adv] 

PRESLEEP EEELPPRS preceding sleep [adj] 

PRESLICE CEEILPRS to slice beforehand [v -ED, -CING, -S] 

PURSLANE AELNPRSU common garden herb [n -S] 

PUSSLIES EILPSSSU PUSSLY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n] 

PUSSLIKE EIKLPSSU catlike (resembling cat; stealthy; silent) [adj] 

QUISLING GIILNQSU traitor who aids invaders of his country [n -S] 

RASSLING AGILNRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

REMISSLY EILMRSSY REMISS, careless (inattentive; negligent) [adv] 

RIESLING EGIILNRS white Rhine wine [n -S] 

ROSESLUG EGLORSSU larval sawfly that eats rose leaves [n -S] 

SIDESLIP DEIILPSS to slip to one side [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SUDSLESS DELSSSSU having no suds [adj] 

TOUSLING GILNOSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

TUSSLING GILNSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

UNSLAKED ADEKLNSU not slaked (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [adj] 

UNSLICED CDEILNSU not sliced (to cut into thin, flat pieces) [adj] 

VENOUSLY ELNOSUVY VENOUS, full of veins [adv] 

VINOUSLY ILNOSUVY VINOUS, pertaining to wine [adv] 
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WARSLING AGILNRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WINDSLAB ABDILNSW crust formed on soft snow by wind [n -S] 

 


